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Foreign Rights

Literary Journalism & Chronicle

Gabi Martínez & Jordi Serrallonga
By writer and traveller Gabi Martínez (Barcelona, 1971, in the photo), and
archaeologist, naturalist and explorer Jordi Serrallonga (Barcelona, 1969),
with illustrations by artist Joana Santamans (Barcelona, 1977), Invisible Animals
describes both extinct animals that we can no longer see and living ones which
are difficult to spot because of their lifestyle and the impact of humans on
them and their ecosystems.

A journey across the globe in search of animals that hardly anybody has
seen. This text sets out facts and ideas drawn from the natural sciences in
language that is accessible to the non-specialist reader. It blends science
with literature, providing an inventory of what was and what might have
been, of what could exist and what we would like to discover.
English full pdf available on request. See a sample here: https://www.dropbox.com/s/isyxk1fsq2d6u1s/Invisible_
animals_SAMPLE%20ENG%20LOW.pdf?dl=0

Invisible Animals. Myth, life and extinction
Spanish/ 2021 / 256 pages /170 x 230 / Cartoné/ Travel & Science / Territory: world
Primary publisher: Nórdica Libros (Spain) / Sold: China ( Phoenix Science Press)

On the Serengeti Plain and in the mountains of Vietnam, on the
glaciers of New Zealand, in the depths of the Atlantic Ocean or
the waters of the Amazon River, even in the heart of our cities –
including those of the west – are stories of animals that hardly
anybody has seen. Some are myths. Others, a memory of beings
that are now extinct. But many are still alive. Invisible Animals is
a stunningly illustrated exploration of fifty-one of these creatures
which continue to stimulate the imaginations and enliven the
existences of millions of people across the planet. A unique and
beautiful immersion in some of the enduring mysteries of our world.
An exploration of memory, the future and the possibility of believing
in something that can’t be seen.
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Daniel Utrilla Vizmanos
Daniel (Madrid, 1976) was Russia correspondent for Spain’s El Mundo
newspaper from 2000 to 2011. He covered current affairs in that country and
the republics that had belonged to the former Soviet Union. (“Everything I
know about Central Asia I have learned from the Uzbek and Tajik taxi-drivers
of Moscow,” he confesses.) Since 2011 he has worked on Russia Today’s
Spanish-language TV channel RT en español. He lives in Moscow.

A journey to the heart of Russia on the trail of the story of the most dramatic
extra-terrestrial encounter in history.

My Perestroika Ufo

A trip to the heart of Russia looking for the news most
alien in history
Spain / 2021 / 660 pages / Literary journalism / Territory: World / Primary publisher:
Libros del KO (Spain)

On 9 October 1989, a month before the fall of the Berlin Wall,
the Soviet Union’s rather staid official new agency TASS released
a remarkable story: in the city of Voronezh, 500 kilometres southeast of Moscow, some children said they had witnessed a ball of
light landing on the ground, and two or three huge beings – with
no necks but three eyes – had emerged. It was the opening item
on half the planet’s news programmes and made headlines in the
western press. For one day, the extra-terrestrials eclipsed Mikhail
Gorbachev, the port-wine stain on his head, and perestroika: his
impossible plan for democratic reform of the USSR.
Thirty years later, the author of this book – who had been based
in Moscow for two decades – became involved in an obsessive
search for the protagonists of the news item that had disturbed the final days of his childhood in
the Madrid suburb of San José de Valderas, a place with its own history of ufology, after a flying
saucer with a strange symbol that looked like a Russian letter on its underbelly had famously been
photographed in the skies above it in 1967.
In search of ufologists, journalists, scientists and eyewitnesses, the ex-correspondent would
journey repeatedly to Voronezh to painstakingly reconstruct all the details of the “Soviet Roswell”,
the 20th century’s most highly publicized close encounter of the third kind. Armed with patience
and humour, drawing on background reading and the skills of the newshound, working calmly,
eschewing Twitter in favour of the newspaper library, this is a chronicle that has been written by
someone who has his feet on the ground and his head in the clouds, bringing together three years
of journeys to the Cossack heart of Russia, a land of tsars, physicists, generals, inventors, poets,
scientists, saints and cosmonauts.
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Ander Izagirre
Born in San Sebastian in 1976, Ander Izagirre is a journalist and has written
travel articles and reports on many different subjects and has published
several books. In 2015 he has won the European Press Prize to the best
Investigative work for an article in the Spanish paper El País. The judges said
Izagirre’s work was «compelling, splendidly organized and devastating at a
human level. It told a terrible story that no one could forget» (The Guardian).

“So many things happen in Izagirre’s book that it is difficult to take your eyes off the path. A
compendium of film traps, a sociological treatise on the bicycle, the north and the south of Italy…”
El País
Much more than a sports chronicle, this book is a pleasant journey through the history of
Italy, from 1909 to the present day, a well-written, fun and very interesting book, full of
incredible anecdotes and little-known stories that help the reader to better understand the
idiosyncrasy of Italy, a country that the author loves and knows very well.

How to win the Giro by drinking ox blood
Spain / 2021 / 488 pages / Literary journalism & Sport
Territory: World / Primary publisher: Libros del KO (Spain)

In 1909 Italy was a newly made country. One of the most bizarre
ideas to finish it off was precisely the Giro, a parade of vampires,
acrobats, lunatics, fascists, partisans, pirates and cannibals that
rolled from the Alps to Sicily before the doorstep of millions
of Italians. And he united them around the epic, tragedy and
comedy of cycling.
After Lead in the Pockets, his book on the Tour de France, Ander
Izagirre pedales in these pages with Bottecchia’s steel bicycle to
transport a machine gun through the Alps and stop the AustroHungarians, with Francesco Moser’s galactic bicycle to melt time.
Tremble with Charly Gaul and Johan Van der Velde, two naked
cyclists who went through polar storms and lost their minds. Go
up with Marco Pantani to hell. Wait for Luigi Malabrocca, who
makes a living by always arriving last. Watch the tremendous
battles of Gimondi against Merckx, of Fuente against Merckx,
and the most tremendous of all: that of Merckx against Merckx. Listen to Florinda Parenti, who
won the most difficult Italian championship of all. Marino Lejarreta is amazed at the mystery of
the mountains that suddenly disappear. Follow the wheel of Alfonsina Strada, Fiorenzo Magni,
Vincenzo Nibali. And he tells of the adventures and mischief of those two, of course, Gino Bartali
and Fausto Coppi.
• Selected Spanish press reviews:

https://elpais.com/deportes/2021-04-18/sangre-de-buey-en-el-bidon.html
https://www.high-cycling.com/resena-como-ganar-el-giro-bebiendo-sangre-de-buey/
https://www.rtve.es/play/audios/las-mananas-de-rne-con-inigo-alfonso/ander-izagirre-como-ganar-giro-bebiendo-sangre-buey/5923208/
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Ander Izagirre

A masterpiece of travel literature that could rub shoulders with the classics of the genre such as
Chatwin or Bill Bryson, a work full of life, humor and literature.

The Basements of the World
Spanish / 2020 / 400 pages / Literary journalism & Travel/ Territory: World
Primary publisher: Libros del KO (Spain)
As the great works of travel literature, this is much more than the story of a
journey. It is the story of a real expedition in 2000 in search of the deepest
places on the shores of the Dead Sea (Asia), Lake Eyre (Australia), the Russian
coast of the Caspian Sea (Europe), the Californian Death Valley (North America),
the Laguna del Carbón in the Argentinean Patagonia (South America), and
Lake Assal in Djibouti (Africa). These all are extreme, inhospitable, bleak,
usually deserted and always enigmatic places, and to live in them is to survive:
these are places with no future. But if the book becomes travel literature it is
because, beyond the description of the extreme conditions of all those places,
the author is able to obtain from each of them incredible stories, with their own
voices and own flavors, and to compel the reader to know more about them:
with an entertaining prose, the author talks about the people who live there, their legends, their habits and
their history, and leads us to impossible worlds inhabited by settlers and natives, by shepherds and soldiers,
fugitives and lunatics that have converted these remote and bleak basements into places in the world.
• English sample available: https://www.dropbox.com/s/6mfz9b5a0weo661/The%20Basements%20of%20the%20World%20
ENG%20sample.pdf?dl=0

A uniquely-engaging combination of memoir, reportage, travel writing that is reminiscent of
Kapuściński’s and Galeano’s books, already translated into English, Italian, French and Polish.

Potosí, the Mountain that Eats Men
Spanish / 2017 / 204 pages / Literary journalism / Territory: World / Primary publisher: Librso del
KO (Spain) / Sold: English (ZED Books), Italian (Mondadori), French (Barometre), Polish (Filtry).
Izagirre tells the story of Alicia, a 14-year-old girl who lives on the slopes of
Cerro Rico de Potosí, the mineral-rich mountain in Bolivia, nowadays a place of
grinding poverty. Alicia shares an adobe hut with her mother and younger sister.
Although Alicia is officially too young to be employed, she supplements the
family income by working shifts in the mine for 2 € a night. Although the mine’s
rich seams have been exhausted, there are still over 10,000 people working
there on a small scale. They dig out the rock by hand and transport it to the
surface, where multinationals extract the remaining ore. Izagirre skilfully uses this
intimate portrait to tell a larger story, from the Spanish conquistadores to our
days.
• Detailed book report in English: goo.gl/S674PH
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Agus Morales
Agus Morales is a journalist and director of Revista 5W. He contributes to The
New York Times en Español. And he is the author of No somos refugiados (We Are
Not Refugees). He won the Ortega y Gasset Prize in 2019, was a correspondent
for Spanish press agency EFE in India and Pakistan (2007–2012), and worked
for Médecins Sans Frontières, travelling widely in both Africa and the Middle
East for three years. He has a doctorate in Language and Literature from the
Autonomous University of Barcelona (UAB).

During the worst weeks of the Covid-19 pandemic, in March and April 2020,
journalist Agus Morales, a seasoned international correspondent, reported tirelessly from
the front line in Catalan hospitals. His experience covering the Ebola outbreak in Africa
provided him with a narrative lens through which to understand a tragedy that,
this time, was not taking place thousands of miles from home.

When Everything Collapses
Diary of a pandemic

Spain / 2021 / 264 pages / Literary journalism / Territory: World / Primary publisher:
Libros del KO (Spain)

“What drove me to write this book was not just the desire to
recount the experience of living under the state of emergency in
Spain or to describe the tireless work of health and care staff or
to criticize the authorities or to ‘raise awareness’ or to write about
this historic moment... What really interested me was the search
for the universal, the end of the fictions that separate us. Whether
out of decency or xenophobia, we don’t believe it’s possible to
compare what happens in a theoretically rich country like Spain
with what happens in a poor one. But it’s not true. The scale is
different: the number of deaths, the privilege, the opportunity to
start again. But the essence of what makes a health emergency is
the same. Wherever you live in the world, you are overwhelmed
and you need help. I think we can understand so much about
how the world works if we grasp that first. And that’s why, in this
book, in order to explain what’s happening around me, I sometimes also write about things that are
happening far away.
Starting from the beginning. To explain the state of emergency declared in Spain in response to
Covid-19, I’m going to begin by recalling my experience of the Ebola epidemics in Africa.”
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Jorge Decarlini
Jorge (Cádiz, Spain, 1987) studied journalism. As a freelancer, his texts have
appeared in Jot Down, Panenka, Marcador Int, Yorokobu, El Confidencial and VICE,
among others.

On 30 March 1968, four schoolgirls claimed to have seen the Virgin Mary on a farm near
El Palmar de Troya. Unwittingly, they changed the fate of the village for ever.
Milagro! is the tale of a tragicomedy that today continues to cast a dark shadow,
creating a mental prison that has incarcerated hundreds of believers.

MiracIe!

Ecstasy and darkness in El Palmar de Troya
Spain / 2021 / 368 pages / Literary journalism / Territory: World / Primary publisher:
Libros del KO (Spain)

1968 was a year of powerful emotions: in Paris, what started
as a student revolt soon became a general strike; the
Czechoslovakians dreamed of a Prague Spring only to see it
crushed by Soviet tanks; in the USA, hippies protested against
the Vietnam War (linked, by an incredible plot twist, to the events
described here); and a week earlier, on 30 March 1968, four
schoolgirls claimed to have had a vision of their own when they
saw the Virgin Mary on a remote farm.
The events at El Palmar de Troya could just have been one more
sighting of the Virgin Mary among the many that enlivened the
final years of the Franco regime but instead they would give rise
to a financial and religious conglomerate whose tentacles would
spread across the globe.
Milagro! is the story of Clemente Domínguez Gómez and Manuel Alonso Corral, two individuals
who built an empire out of nothing, one that still exists today. Clemente, the charismatic leader,
was the seer who received divine messages, experienced ecstasy and suffered terrible stigmata.
Manolo pulled the strings in an organization that turned them into millionaires and, while based in
Seville, owned innumerable properties all over the world. They did it by applying a trusted formula:
everything was better in the old days. They rejected Vatican II and, with their insistence on saying
Mass in Latin, won over the hearts of the most die-hard members of the Catholic flock. Not for
them the new openness or ‘worker priests’: humanity was doomed and Rome was nothing but a
whore. They portrayed themselves as the only source of salvation and it worked, as a sizeable band
of followers rallied to the cause.
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Javier Triana
Javier (Logroño, Spain, 1983) lived in Nairobi for more than three years
before working as a correspondent in Manila, Istanbul and Beijing, where he is
currently based. He has worked for a number of Spanish media organizations
including the press agency EFE and El Periódico de Catalunya.

Matumbo

A chronicle from the heart of Kenya
Spain / 2021 / 320 pages / Literary journalism / Territory: World / Primary publisher:
Libros del KO (Spain)

“This book recounts the author’s experiences as a correspondent
in Kenya for three years for Spanish new agency EFE. It tells
the country’s dramatic story, interweaving it with accounts
of prominent individuals such as Ngũgĩ wa Thiong’o, the
eternal candidate for the Nobel Prize in Literature, and Kenya’s
celebrated athletes.
In Matumbo, Javier Triana recounts some fascinating stories and
describes some of the most charismatic people he met during
his three years as a correspondent based in the Kenyan capital,
Nairobi. Its pages feature an eternal candidate for the Nobel
Prize, pacifist graffiti artists, Masais driving 4WD vehicles, women
who change the world with their feet, crazy colonists, ancient
warriors, fishermen who have run out of fish, and politicians with
questionable morals. Their stories, which range from the hilarious to the shocking, define a country
which, like so many others, is struggling to find a place between tradition and modernity, equality
and impunity. Another of the great achievements of this book is the sensitivity with which Javier
Triana allows his protagonists to take centre stage. They are the ones who really know the country
and it is they who take us on an adventure through a reality that is as complex as it is thrilling.
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Silvia Cruz Lapeña
Silvia Cruz Lapeña (Barcelona, 1978) is a journalist who writes about whatever
catches her interest, although she is particularly drawn to topics that refuse to
fit into neat categories or that are riven by contradictions, such as flamenco or
boxing. As a freelancer, her writing has appeared in some of Spain’s leading
publications and online outlets, including ABC, La Vanguardia, El País Semanal,
El Mundo, Altaïr Magazine, Letras Libres and Ctxt. She lives in Madrid, is a regular
contributor to Spanish public radio broadcaster, RNE, and to El Periódico de
Cataluña, and is head of current affairs at Vanity Fair magazine.

The story of Marian Trimiar, a woman who fought to obtain a professional
boxing licence in New York in the late 1970s. Silvia Cruz’s text is both an
affirmation of Trimiar’s struggle and an elegant political analysis that draws
the links between this female boxer and the liberation movement of those
women whose only weapon was their bodies.

Lady Tyger

My body, my life
Spanish/ January 2020 / 104 pages/ Chronicle / Territory: world / Sold: Italian (Red
Star Press)

Marian Trimiar was a pioneer of women’s boxing in the late
1970s. With her shaved head, some nicknamed her the Black
Kojak, but she was in no mood to let anyone decide what
to call her. She wanted a man’s name, like Harry Greb “The
Human Windmill”, or Gene “Mad Dog” Hatcher… “Their
dreams are my dreams,” she said, and she chose her own
ring name: “Lady Tyger”. She wrote it with a y instead of an i
because she thought it sounded more feminine. And because
it reminded her of William Blake’s famous poem, The Tyger.
Trimiar completed the image by entering the ring in a black
and orange animal print robe.
All she wanted to do was box, to be allowed to compete like
the men. And she dedicated her brief career to achieving
that goal. Brought up in poverty, Lady Tyger embodies social
resilience in all its aspects: a victim of misogyny and racism, her story shows that sexism outranked
the fight for racial justice, as her battle for a woman’s right to box received no support from the
great black champions of her time.
• Spanish press reviews:
https://www.abc.es/cultura/libros/abci-marian-trimiar-cuando-ring-propia-vida-202003080112_noticia.html
https://www.culturamas.es/2020/01/30/lady-tyger-de-silvia-cruz-lapena/
https://www.diariodesevilla.es/delibros/lady-tyger-silvia-cruz-lapena_0_1498350507.html
http://www.ccyberdark.net/6336/lady-tyger-de-silvia-cruz-lapena/
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Emilio Sánchez Mediavilla
Born in Santander in 1979 is a journalist and editor, and the cofounder
of the successful independent publisher Libros del K.O. He has worked
at Agencia EFE, La Opinion de A Coruña, and Conde Nast Traveler. He has
occasionally collaborated in publications such as El País, Vanity Fair, or Altaïr.
A Dacha in the Gulf is his first book and has won the first Anagrama Chronicle
Prize Sergio González Rodríguez in 2020.

«When reading the manuscript, I felt what
it always feels like to have a good chronicle.
An interest in something that in principle
I did not care at all.»
Leila Guerriero

• French translation forthcoming by Métailié

A Dacha in the Gulf
Spanish/ May 2020 / 200 pages/ Chronicle / Territory: world exc. English
and German/ Primary publisher: Anagrama / Sold: French (Métailié)

Winner of the first Anagrama Chronicle Prize:
a vibrant book about an enigmatic country.
Why write a book about Bahrain? Firstly, because the author’s
partner was offered a job there, which is the reason why he
lived in the country for two years during which he made a
point to observe, speak with people, and grow interested in
the country’s paradoxes and interiority. And secondly, because
these paradoxes turn Bahrain into a very interesting reality
within the Arab world. The book covers everything about
his daily life: political repression, the experience of sexuality
for women and gays, the limited tolerance for alcohol, the
isolated life of luxury of European ex-pats and the very
different reality lived by Asian workers, the real estate market
that grows with artificial islands gained on the ocean, linguistic
misunderstandings…
• Spanish press reviews: https://www.anagrama-ed.es/libro/cronicas/una-dacha-en-el-golfo/9788433926227/CR_120
• Video interview with the author in Sapnish: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uWPXYbIxqo8
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Héctor Juanatey
Héctor is a journalist who has contributed to several newspaper and TV
channels in Spain, like Público, Vanity Fair, Eldiario.es, Playground, La Voz de Galicia
or CTXT. He also worked for several years in the communications department
of Podemos, the political party that Txema Guijarro (the Analist) represents in
Spain’s Congress of Deputies. Juanatey convinced Guijarro of the need to tell
his story, not out of vanity (the whole story is riddled with comic and surreal
episodes that will quickly disabuse the reader of any romantic notions they may
have of politics and espionage) but to emphasize the courageous and vital role
played by Ecuador in these events.

The testimony of an accidental spy in the Assange and Snowden cases
The book is based on the testimony of Txema Guijarro and of several members of the Correa’s
Ecuadorean government. The author also draws on extesive media research, the documentaries
of Laura Poitras for Citizenfour, the memoirs of Edward Snowden, and the testimony from a
number of individuals who prefer not to be named.

• Tv series rights sold the producer of the Netflix’s successful film The Wasp Network.

The Analyst

An accidental spy in the Assange and Snowden cases
Spanish/ 2020 / 150 pages/ Journalism, current & spy affaris
Territory: world / Primary publisher: Libros del KO (Spain) / Sold: Italian (Paesi Edizioni), TV
series rights

At the centre of this book is Txema Guijarro, an unremarkable
phone company employee who in 2008 decided to embark
upon a radical change: he requested a leave of absence and
began working with a left-wing think tank specializing in public
opinion research and Latin America. There Guijarro worked
as a political advisor to a number of left-wing candidates,
including Rafael Correa in Ecuador. Following publication
of the first WikiLeaks cables, Correa needed to access to all
the information regarding Ecuador, and Txema travelled to
London to meting Julian Assange — whose whereabouts
where unknown at the time — to establish a direct relationship
on behalf of the Ecuadorean government. When Assange’s
situation worsened, he asked political asylum to the Ecuadorean government and Txema suddenly
found himself caught up in a behind-the-scenes diplomatic and legal conflict. His mission was to
coordinate the battle on various fronts: legal, logistical, media, institutional and psychological.
The second part of the book focuses on Edward Snowden, who managed to travel from Hong Kong
to Moscow thanks to a safe conduct pass issued by the Ecuadoreans. Once again, Guijarro found
himself embroiled in a game of espionage when Snowden asked Ecuador for political asylum. He
travelled to Moscow, visited Snowden, met Russian spies, and planned how to secretly transfer
Snowden (whose United States passport had been withdrawn) from Russia to Ecuador.
• English sample available: https://www.dropbox.com/s/qb1b2v8a60huh3g/The%20Analys%20ENG%20Sample%20
Chapter%201.pdf?dl=0
• Book proposal in English: https://www.dropbox.com/s/fpr37nywl9o12nf/The%20ANALIST%20ENG%20Proposal.pdf?dl=0
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David Jiménez
Born in Barcelona in 1971 is an award-winning author and journalist,
a columnist for the Spanish edition of the New York Times and a feature writer
for Vanity Fair. He is a former editor-in-chief of El Mundo, the second largest
newspaper in Spain. Praised by critics as the “Spanish Kapuściński”, he has
covered conflicts, revolutions and crises in more than twenty countries.
His reports have been published in the Guardian, the Sunday Times, the Toronto
Star and Corriere della Sera, and he has contributed to CNN and the BBC.
A Nieman fellow at Harvard University, Jiménez is the author of four books
and has been translated into English, Chinese, German, Italian and Catalan.

A combination of history, literary anecdotes and
geopolitical analysis that will delight anyone interested
in travel, literature or Asian culture. In the footsteps of
Orwell’s Orient and other greats of literature.
• Audible Original in Spanish

The Secret of the Diamond Market
Spanish/ Forthcoming / 50.000 words/ Journalism & Travel
Territory: world / Primary publisher: Audible Originals (Spain)

David Jiménez was a correspondent in Asia for
more than twenty years, and his work took him to
Thailand, Myanmar and Cambodia, to Tibet and
Bhutan, to India and China. Taking as his starting
point his own experiences, David invites us to travel
East in the company of some of the 20th century’s
greatest authors, from the Thailand that seduced
Somerset Maugham to the India that conquered
Rudyard Kipling; from George Orwell’s Burma to
the Vietnam that enchanted Graham Greene; from
the Borneo that inspired Joseph Conrad, to the
China that delighted Martha Gellhorn, the Japan
of Nicholas Bouvier or the Tibet of Alexandra
David-Néel. Combining travel writing, reportage and narrative non-fiction, Jiménez takes us on a
fascinating literary journey and tells us about the experiences that affected these authors and what
remains of the places they once knew. The life experiences of these greats authors are contrasted
with David Jiménez’s journey through the contemporary East. The result is an exceptional guide
through a constantly boiling region, a journey into the mysteries of the human condition and a
manual to understand the present through the inheritances of the past.
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David Jiménez
«El Director is such a good read, with a lightness of
touch and a tone that ranges from bemusement to barely
concealed fury. One story that needed to be told.»
Guy Hedgecoe (BBC’s Spain corresp.)

• No.1 in the Spanish Non Fiction Lists in 2019
• Film adaptation forthcoming in 2022

The Editor-in-chief

More than 55.000
copies sold

Spanish/ 2019 / 296 pages/ Journalism
Territory: world / Primary publisher: Libros del KO (Spain) / Sold: Catalan (Navona), China
(Ecuus Publishing Group) and Taiwan (Readers 99).

After 20 years as a war reporter and correspondent, David
Jiménez was appointed editor-in-chief of El Mundo, one of
Europe’s leading newspapers. He would soon discover that
the hazards of the Afghan front can pale in comparison to the
plotting and trickeries of the power-hungry. What seemed
like an exciting challenge became a battle to defend the
newspaper’s independence against a political and economic
establishment determined to destroy it. El director is a tellall book about the secrets of those who reveal the secrets of
others, a unique take on the intrigues, despairs and triumphs
of a newsroom, and an intimate account of the moral tests
facing an editor-in-chief, in charge of a legacy newspaper
fighting for survival. A non-fiction thriller that has taken the
Spanish book market by storm.
The book has shown it wide appeal to all audiences thanks to the writer’s talent for storytelling
and the strength of real-life characters that not even a novelist could have imagined. A non-fiction
book with the rhythm and tension of a thriller, The Editor-in-chief goes deep into themes that are
universal: the intrigues, infighting and daily struggles of a newsroom in crisis, the freedom of the
press and the forces trying to suppress it, and the courage to take on battles that may seem lost
causes but turn out to be a drive for change.

• English extended sample available: https://www.dropbox.com/s/z358yl9reha49sb/El%20director%20Extended%20
ENG%20Sample.pdf?dl=0
• Detailed book report in English: https://www.dropbox.com/s/l44emnfw3qzbt9q/The%20Editor%20in%20Chief%20
ENG%20Updated%20Proposal.pdf?dl=0
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David Jiménez
«With prose as sharp as a machete, Jimenez captures the harshness and beauty of these children’s
invisible worlds, where destinies, like the monsoon rains, are beyond control, yet dreams refuse to die.»
Brook Larmer (The New York Times)

• Prize for the Best Travel Literature Book in Spain in 2009

Children of Monsoon
Spanish / 2008 / 74.000 words in English/ Journalism & Travel / Territory: world / Primary publisher: Kailas (Spain) / Sold: English (Autum Hill), Italian (Marco Tropea), German (Campus), China (Ecus Publishing).
Children of the Monsoon is a critically acclaimed classic of literary journalism. Haunted
by the memories of the children he had met on his travels as a correspondent, David
Jiménez went in search of them many years later, in the hope of discovering what
had become of them. The result is this exceptional account, in which we accompany
Jiménez on his return to the Cambodian hospital where he last saw Vothy, a young girl
with AIDS; we visit the children who survive the pitiless Mongolian winter by creating
an underworld in the sewers of Ulaanbaatar; we travel to North Korea, where young
Kim struggles to save his village from starvation; and we are taken to the fight rings of Thailand, where The
Invincible seeks a route out of poverty by competing in brutal child boxing contests. This new expanded
edition includes an epilogue in which the author tells us about the adult lives of some of those children,
fifteen years later. An account of the spirit of survival in the most difficult circumstances.
• English sample available: https://medium.com/@DavidJimenezTW/the-invincible-child-boxer-for-a-living-a50d1334deea

The Happiest Place in the World
Spanish/ 2013 / 57.500 words (English) / Journalism & Travel / Territory: World Primary Publisher: Kailas
(Spain) / Sold: China (Ecus Publishing Group).
David Jiménez returns to the literary reportage that made Children of the Monsoon
an international success, and takes us to a world of lost paradises, forgotten wars
and unlikely heroes. “The Happiest Place in the World” is how North Korea’s ruler
describes his country, the most brutal and despotic tyranny of our times. This is just
one of the places Jiménez visits, on an itinerary that takes him from the Cambodian
prison that houses the country’s most dangerous child-abusers, to the remote
kingdom of Bhutan, where he witnesses the arrival of television. Or to Japan, where
he hangs out with yakuzas who are eager to erase their tattoos and abandon a life of crime, and spends
three days alone in a deserted Fukushima, following the nuclear accident in that city. It is often in the midst
of darkness, in places that appear to have lost hope, where the author encounters the most fascinating
individuals and witnesses acts of bravery that allow us to believe that a better world is possible. This book is
at once a detailed guide to reporting and a perceptive portrait of the human condition.
• English translation sample available: https://www.dropbox.com/s/t4uctb3o4o3ox6h/TheHappiestPlaceOnEarth%20
ENG%20SAMPLE.pdf?dl=0
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Nacho Carretero
Nacho (Spain, 1981) is one of the young talents of Spanish journalism, a
reporter who has traveled the world several times, from the Philippines to
Rwanda, to write high quality reports on the poorest corners of the world. He
currently works for the Spanish newspaper El País. His journalistic essay on the
Galician drug trafficking has become a bestseller and has catapulted him to the
forefront of international journalism. Already sold in ten languages,

«A Spanish story nobody ever told. A unique story, written with
a novel’s prose, but beware: this is all true.»
Roberto Saviano

• Sold: English (Zed Books), French (Cherche Midi), Italian (Bompiani), Polish (Sonia Draga),
Portugues (Saida d’Emergência), Dutch (IAmsterdam), Finnish (Into), Bulgarian (Vakon),
Arabic WR (Arab SP), Chines (Guangxi Normal Univ Press), Catalan (Navona), Galician (Xerais),
Spanish club (Círculo) and Spanish Audiobooks (Audible).
• TV serie available in Netflix & Amazon Prime
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt6970710/

More than 155,000 copies
sold in Spain

Fariña (Cocaine Coast)

How Cocaine Came to Europe
Spanish / 2015 / 326 pages / Journalism /Territory: World
Primary publisher: Libros del KO (Spain).

In the 1980s, Europe’s cocaine trade was in full swing.
Controlled by powerful Columbian cartels, much of this
cocaine was smuggled in through the ports and fishing
villages of Galicia in north-western Spain, where smuggling
has been a way of life for generations. Then the drug trade
offered a way out of poverty and unemployment for many,
but also unleashed a wave of addiction and violent crime.
But even today, the drug runners remain a feared presence
in Galicia, with a new generation of enterprising ‘narcos’.
Nacho Carretero tells the incredible story of how this
windswept and otherwise unremarkable corner of Spain
became the cartels’ gateway into Europe. Immersing
himself in the life and history of the region, and interviewing
everyone from addicts and smugglers to crime bosses and DEA agents, Carretero’s book is a
riveting and often shocking account of drug running and narco violence at the very heart of
Europe.
• English translation available on request
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Alberto Arce
Alberto Arce, joined the Associated Press (AP) in February 2012 as a
correspondent in Honduras, where for several years he was the only foreign
correspondent to report from Tegucigalpa. He later joined AP’s Mexico City
bureau and The New York Times. He is a 2018 Knight Wallace fellow at the
University of Michigan. He won the 2012 Rory Peck award for features his
coverage of the battle for Misrata during the Libyan civil war and several other
awards in the United Sates for his coverage in Latin America and has also
reported from Lebanon, Iraq, Afghanistan, Iran, Venezuela, Gaza or Syria.
This is his second book. He has also published Misrata Calling (2012).

«A brave, memorable book. One always hopes the pen will prove
to be mightier than the gun, or the machete or the line of coke. In
Honduras, I fear, one hopes in vain.»
William Leith, Spectator

Winner of the 2018 PEN Translates Award for Non-Fiction
Ryszard Kapuściński 2019 Prize Nominee to the Best Foreign Chronicle

Blood Barrios

Dispatches from the World’s Deadliest Streets
Spain / 2015 / 216 pages / Reporter journalism / Territory: World / Primary publisher:
Libros del KO (Spain) / Sold: English (Zed Books), Polish (Sonia Draga)

Welcome to a country that has a higher casualty rate than Iraq.
Wander streets considered the deadliest in the world. Wake up
each morning to another batch of corpses – sometimes bound,
often mutilated – lining the roads; to the screeching blue light
of police sirens and the huddles of ‘red journalists’ who make a
living chasing after the bloodshed. But Honduras is no warzone.
Not officially, anyway.
Ignored by the outside world, this Central American country is
ravaged by ultra-violent drug cartels and an equally ruthless,
militarised law force. Corruption is rife and the justice system
is woefully ineffective. Prisons are full to bursting and barrios
are flooded with drugs from South America en route to the US.
Cursed by geography, the people are trapped here, caught in a
system of poverty and cruelty with no means of escape.
For many years, award-winning journalist Alberto Arce was
the only foreign correspondent in Tegucigalpa, Honduras’s beleaguered capital, and he witnessed
first-hand the country’s descent into anarchy. Here, he shares his experiences in a series of gripping
and atmospheric dispatches: from earnest conversations with narcos, taxi drivers and soldiers, to
exposés of state corruption and harrowing accounts of the aftermath of violence. Provocative,
revelatory and at time heart-rending, Blood Barrios shines a light on the suffering and stoicism of
the Honduran people, and asks the international community if there is more that they can do.
• Detailed book report in English: goo.gl/muAusJ
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Juan José Martínez D’Aubuisson
He is a Salvadorian socio-cultural anthropologist who is interested in
understanding the violence in Central America, perhaps because his uncle was
one of Latin America’s most notorious military officers in terms of repression;
being the creator of the death squads and the man responsible for the murder
of Archbishop Romero. Juan José began studying socio-cultural anthropology
at the University of El Salvador in 2006, and since 2008 he has ceaselessly
investigated subjects associated with gangs and violence. He has published
several books on the violence in El Salvador’s society. He es is the co-author
of The Child of Hollywood with his brother Óscar Martínez.

A Year with the Mara Salvatrucha-13
Spain / 2015 / 124 pages / Anthropology & Jornalism / Territory: World
Primary publisher: Pepitas de Calabaza (Spain) / Sold: English & French.
This book tells the story of a cycle of violence in El Salvador between one cell
of the street gang Mara Salvatrucha 13 and another of the Barrio 18 gang. It is
narrated from the viewpoint of a young anthropologist who experienced this
violent cycle as an observer within the Mara Salvatrucha 13 gang. While the book
describes in detail the process of violence between the two gangs using a nonfiction narrative, it also portrays everyday life in one of the poorest, most violent
communities in El Salvador, and consequently in Latin America. The episode of
violence culminates in one of the most terrifying massacres in the recent history of
a country that is famous for its terrifying massacres. During the course of the book,
the author becomes just another character within it, someone who is trying to understand (and very often at
great risk to his life) the origin and reasoning behind the violence between the two biggest and most deadly
gangs in America.
• Detailed book report in English: goo.gl/BQVhKL

• English translation available on request

Flako
El Flako is the nickname of a well-known bankrobber, active in Madrid
between 2010 and 2013, and dubbed “the Robin Hood of Vallecas”
by the Spanish press.

That Damn Wall
Spanish / 2019 / 200 pages / Journalism & Memoir /Territory:
World / Primary publisher: Libros del KO (Spain)
Everyone has a gift: el Flako’s talent was his
ability to move like a ghost through the sewers of
Madrid, where he dug tunnels to break into banks.
Everyone has a curse: Flako’s was to be arrested on the very day his son was born.
The police accused him of seven robberies. He served time for two.
And everyone gets a second chance: el Flako’s came in the form of cinema and
literature. In prison, he began a correspondence with film director Elías León
Siminiani.
Those letters gave rise to the documentary Apuntes para una película de atracos
(Notes for a Bank Heist Movie) and, shortly afterwards, el Flako began to write his memoirs in his prison cell.
He wrote with anger but also with tenderness, unstinting attention to detail, an innate gift for a surprising
metaphor, and the brutal honesty of a point-blank confession. A noir thriller rendered in stark neorealism.
More than just a book about heists: it is the perfect heist.
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Miscellany

Alian Vigneau
Alain Vigneau is a clown and a therapist. Professor of Drama and Clown in
the Master of Art Therapy of the AEC / UVIC (Barcelona) and Co-founder
of the Center “Conscience and Performing Arts” of Puebla de los Ángeles
(Mexico), trained in Integrative Psychotherapy in the SAT program of Dr.
Claudio Naranjo, who was his master. Alain is of French origin but lives in
Spain and his books were written in Spanish. The author is well know in Spain,
México, France, Italy and Russia, where he has been doing his seminaries of
clown therapy since years ago with the Claudio Naranjo Foundation or other
institutions. His web: http://www.clownesencial.com/

Essential Clown

The art of laughing at yourself
Spanish/ January 2016/ 168 pages/ Therapy / Territory: world
Primary publisher: Ediciones La Llave (Spain) /Sold: Italian (Spazio Interiore)
Foreword by Claudio Naranjo. Alain Vigneau was trained by reading
the thinkers of ‘68, he is a man with an excellent humanistic and literary
training, scientific and literary knowledge. And he is a disciple of Claudio
Naranjo. This book is his therapist manual based on clown techniques
developed by him, a book where therapy meets art in a celebration
of the tragicomicity of life. The exciting manual of a famous clown
determined to heal wounds through humor.
• English sample available: https://www.dropbox.com/s/pyn7rnx85y2kmyk/
Essential%20clown%20ENG%20SAMPLE.pdf?dl=0

Clown Life

The tragicomedy of being
Spanish/ January 2020 / 260 pages/ Memoir / Territory: world
Primary publisher: Ediciones La Llave (Spain)

A wonderful autobiography that can be interesting to a very wide
audience, a fascinating example of resilience, very well written.
Terrible things happened to Alain Vignau since he was little. His
mother was murdered when he was 7 years old and was left in
the care of an unloving father. At age 10, he was sent to boarding
school, from which he ran away at 17 and became a sheepherder
in a remote region of the Pyrenees, leading a lonely life of extreme
poverty for ten years. At age 27, a landslide buried his small farm
and he was left with nothing. And it was then that he decided to
pursue a career as a clown, an old dream that he had prepared
for during all those lonely years, a career that would take him
around the world with his own company. Years later, after several
successful campaigns around the world taking his clown show to places where there had been
humanitarian catastrophes, he began to collaborate with Claudio Naranjo and develop his own
method of therapy (which is explained in his first book).
• A wonderful non fiction film about is life is available. Trailer: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GWd-bXjYAHg
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Victoria Camps
Victoria Camps is a Professor of Moral and Political Philosophy at the
Universitat Autónoma of Barcelona. She has been an independent senator
for the Socialist Party, advisor to the Audiovisual Council of Catalonia and
president of the Spanish Bioethics Committee. At present she is the president
of Fundación Víctor Grífols i Lucas. Her publications include Elogio de la duda
(Arpa, 2016, translated into Italian, Portuguese and Chinese), Elogio de la felicidad,
Virtudes públicas (Arpa, 2019), and Breve historia de la ética. among others. In 2008
she was awarded with the Menéndez Pelayo International Prize and in 2012 she
won the National Essay Prize.

Victoria Camps is a reference in the field of philosophy and ethics. During
the pandemic, the value of care, both individual and collective, has become
evident in a society that had relegated this function to a few specialized
trades. Victoria Camps defends in this book its importance, as essential
as justice.

Take care, take care of ourselves
Spanish/ January 2021 / 240 pages/ Philosophy, Ethics / Territory: world
Primary publisher: Arpa Editores (Spain) /Sold: Portuguese

«Take care, take care of ourselves», has been the all-pervasive
maxim throughout the containment by covid-19, and remains
so as long as the threat of contagion continues. For some
time, care has been paving the way as an essential provision
for the improvement of individual and collective well-being.
This value, as its promoter Carol Gilligan said, is as essential
as justice, which has remained invisible for centuries because
its natural space was that of domestic life where women ruled.
Care was always necessary, because want is an aspect of the
human condition.
Neither the advances in medicine nor the professionalization
of many services fully cover an obligation that no one should
be exempt from. Nothing would have made it as clear as the
pandemic that has come upon us. Ignorance, uncertainty,
the scarcity of preventive measures and the unsuspected
dimensions of the catastrophe have focused on this indispensable imperative: to take care of
ourselves by taking care of others.

• Spanish press reviews:
https://www.lavanguardia.com/cultura/culturas/20210403/6622343/cuidar-derecho-deber.html
https://www.elconfidencial.com/area-privada-ec-exclusivo/2021-04-05/adelanto-editorial-un-trabajo-invisible_3016248/
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Miguel Pajares
Miguel Pajares holds a degree in Biological Sciences and a Ph.D. in Social
Anthropology. Additionally, he is a research fellow of the Research Group
on Exclusion and Social Control at the University of Barcelona, where he
also contributes to the design of the European Studies programme for the
European Social Research Unit. He is currently president of the Catalan
Commission for Refugee Aid. He was one of the heads of SOS Racismo, has
directed the trade union structure of the Information Centres for Foreign
Workers (CITE) and has served as an external advisor to the European
Economic and Social Committee.

An atlas of the impacts and migrations resulting from the ecological crisis.
The issue of climate refugees is one that demands to be explored in greater depth.
Climate change or global change will irreversibly transform
the planet, and the most severely affected areas
will witness massive human displacements.

Climate Refugees

A Crucial Challenge for the 21st century
Spanish/ January 2021 / 280 pages/ Politics / Territory: world / Sold: Audiobook
(Audible)

COVID-19 has shown us how vulnerable we are when nature
responds to the damage we inflict on it. However, the threat
COVID-19 poses pales in comparison to that posed by climate
change. Climate change spells the desertification of whole
regions, the loss of vast areas of crops, reduced supplies of
drinking water, rising sea levels and increasingly destructive
hurricanes. Such outcomes will produce significant population
movements, in the form of both internal displacement and
migration. This book details the severity of climate impacts,
and offers an in-depth analysis of the climate displacements
and migrations that are already taking place and those that
may occur in the coming decades. A region-by-region analysis
is conducted, focusing on various parts of Africa, Asia and
Latin America. The book also engages with the debate about
whether people fleeing climate impacts should be considered refugees, and proposes measures for
both the fight against climate change and the management of migration.

• English sample translation available in https://www.dropbox.com/s/c0cb78cam1rziy4/Climate%20Refugees%20ENG%20SAMPLE%20
TRANSLATION.pdf?dl=0

• Spanish press reviews:
https://www.lavanguardia.com/politica/20201121/49578479972/miguel-pajares-contra-el-cambio-climatico-no-hay-anticuerpos-que-valgan.html
https://www.publico.es/ciencias/refugiados-climaticos-son-victimas-inaccion.html
https://elpais.com/opinion/2020-12-31/hablemos-de-refugiados-climaticos.html
https://www.elespanol.com/ciencia/medio-ambiente/20201125/cambio-climatico-no-anticuerpos-valgan/538196732_0.html
https://www.publico.es/culturas/novela-pajares-crimenes-hambre-miguel-pajares-denuncia-thriller-elites.html
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Agustín Comotto
Agustín Comotto was born in Argentina but has spent half a lifetime
travelling from one end of the planet to another. He writes to draw and he
draws to write. Author and illustrator of numerous books, his last graphic
novel, 155, about the life of the anarchist Simon Radowinsky, has recently
been published in the USA, France and Germany.

«When Octavio speaks, the result is a strange fascination,
immersing the listener in a mixture of ethical awareness and
awareness of well-being, and sweeping them along. It all makes
sense because he is guiding you. And there is a silence that is
shared by everyone, which is magical. It’s the natural silence of
the person who is listening and is travelling through time and
through ideas.»
Agustín Comotto

The Weight of the Stars

A life of the Anarchist Octavio Alberola
Spanish/ 2019 / 370 pages/ Essay & Biography / Territory: World /
Primary publisher: Rayo Verde (Spain) / Sold : ENG (AK Press)

Octavio Alberola has spent eighty years thinking, living and
reshaping his life from an anarchist perspective, questioning
each and every one of his actions. He belongs to a generation
of fighters who played a leading role in the events of the 20th
century: the Spanish Civil War, Franco’s dictatorship, exile, the
clandestine struggle, internal divisions within the anarchist
movement of the post-war period, and major social conflicts
around the world. His activities brought him into contact with
people such as García Oliver, Che Guevara, Cipriano Mera,
Félix Guattari, Cohn-Bendit and Giangiacomo Feltrinelli.
In this book, Comotto brings together the thoughts, values,
contradictions, hopes and fears of Alberola. These cover
the anarchist experience in the 20th century, focusing on
episodes in which Octavio was a witness and a protagonist, ranging from the splits within the CNT
to his participation in various attempts to assassinate Franco. Alberola not only reflects on his lived
experience but also considers such issues as the repression of dissent, the viability of revolution
and the legitimacy of violence. And his boundless curiosity takes him beyond politics to explore
subjects such as physics and art, disciplines that helped him to reformulate concepts such as
the family, authoritarianism or the meaning of life for those of us who have the privilege to be a
conscious part of our universe.
• ENG full translation and the Spanish pdf are avaiable on request.
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Iratxe de las Heras (aka Atxe)
Atxe was born in the Basque Country in 1983 and settled in Barcelona in 2005,
when she started her career as a draftswoman, animator and cartoonist. She
has contributed to several Spanish-speaking magazines and newspapers such as
Huffington Post, Mongolia, Vice Spain and El diario norte, among others. Currently,
she works as a cartoonist and animator for the newspaper CuartoPoder and La
Marea, a renowned critical cooperative magazine she is part of. Capitalismo, ¿por
qué? is her first book as graphic essayist. More at https://atxe.es.

With acerbic wit, Atxe invites us to accompany him on an illustrated
journey into the entrails of the beast, with this cartoon history of capitalism.

Why Capitalism?
Spanish/2019/216 p./Graphic Essay & Politics/Territory: World/Primary pub.: Akal (Spain)

Our lives reduced to a precarious existence, we struggle to
survive in the jungle that is today’s turbo-capitalist society. They
piss on us and tell us it’s raining. How did it come to this? It
would be a crass error to simply accept that it is all the result
of the latest crisis of capitalism. Instead, as this fascinating
illustrated book shows, it is only by studying the past that we can
understand what is happening to us.
Why capitalism? unearths the deep roots that have nourished this
seven-headed hydra, and does so with acerbic wit. The author
tells the story of the dispossession of the working classes, a
process that has destroyed our sovereignty in ways we would have
thought unimaginable had we not experienced the brutal effects,
day after day. And he calls for real democracy now, a democracy
that is not under constant assault from “market forces”.
• English sample available: shorturl.at/loGQT

For example, if not enough grain
is produced to feed the population,
Wenchister won’t be able to
construct his golf course. You’ve
got to make the land productive.
So, at the beginning of modernity, the
notion of property was broader and the
use proprietors made of the land had to
satisfy certain collective needs.

Fucking hell!
If only we had
capitalism
in the
middle-ages!

But in the
the masses 14th century
we
a revolutio re fired with
that rattl nary spirit
ed the
classes. upper

...but since this notion of
property was deep-rooted
in the minds of the people,
there were constant battles
to maintain or reclaim
the communal use of land,
which was understood as
something that offered
autonomy.

There are more
of us.

No more pri

vileges!

Now get to
work!

Meanwhile, in this three-sided struggle, the oligarchs schemed to expand their
properties and, at the same time, to get out of their duties and responsibilities to
the sovereign who’d ceded them their lands.

This was the
end to a wh spawning ground of
and signaledole series of social capitalism, which
appea
gains
the possibili
ty of a bet that had set off thered with the aim of put
ter balanc
ed, more juscrisis of the feudal ting an
sys
t distributio
n of wealth.tem

No-o-o!!
Not work!
Ple-e-e-ase!

This meant that a good part of the lower classes in Europe had some room for maneuver
and a bit of autonomy.
We’ll plant
the potatoes
right here!

Potatoes still
don’t exist in
Europe, you
blockhead.

And this
means a
certain
degree of...

Freedom

When peasa
nt
women ros s and craftspeo
conditions, e up to demand betple, men and
crisis which they triggered a ter living
soc
demographi, together with the iopolitical
eco
c
time, led to crises happening at nomic and
the
a period of
system cha same
So oligarchy
nge.
means
government
by the few.

But, listen!
“Oligarchy comes
from the Greek
word oligoi,
which means
“few”.

By
feudea-bye
lism

20

The masses weren’t always happy with the solution...
18

In this lon
g offensive,
seizin
the
common landg of the people’s
was of
importance. particular
..

...because
it
meant dispos not only
of land bu session
dispossessio t also
collective n of the
natural rigsense of the
the land in ht to use
exist with order to
a min
of dignity. imum
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You won’t
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s
now.
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Noemí López Trujillo
Journalist and feminist, has worked on the staff of some of Spain’s leading
newspapers, including ABC, 20minutos and El Español, and has contributed to
many more, such as eldiario.es, La Marea and El País. In November 2017 she
won the Prize for Young Journalism on Gender Violence for her reports on
male violence in El Español. She also co-authored the book Volveremos (We
Will Return, an oral memory of those young people who left Spain during the
crisis, 2016). She currently covers social issues from a gender perspective for
production company and news agency, Newtral.

The Empty Womb
Spanish/ 2019 / 128 pages/ Journalism / Territory: world / Primary publisher: Capitán Swing (Spain)

The Empty Womb refers to the bodily impact of economic and social
insecurity on a generation of women condemned to uncertainty and forced
to postpone motherhood. This short text addresses a problem that is both
generational and institutional: the problem faced by a whole cohort of women
(those currently aged between 25 and 35) who face impossible obstacles if
they wish to become mothers and to enjoy some semblance of stability in a
situation where instability affects employment, salaries and housing, a system
in which even the most basic guarantees are lacking and in which any kind of long-term planning
is rendered impossible. In this book, journalist Noemí López Trujillo talks to other women of her
generation, and gives them a voice.
• Selected Spanish press reviews: https://capitanswing.com/prensa/?tag=el-vientre-vacio

June Hernández
She was born in Bilbao (Spain, 1984) and is the editor of Pikara Magazine,
the most popular feminist electronic journal in Spain, which she herself created
at the age of 25. She has won several journalism prizes for her contribution
to women’s and LGTB community’s rights in the media, including the
Spanish section of the European Union Journalist Award ‘Together against
discrimination’ (2011). She also contributes to various Spanish left wing media.

The Ungovernable Ten

Spanish / 2017 / 264 pages / Journalism & Feminism
Territory: World / Primary pub.: Libros del KO (Spain)
With the excuse of narrating the lives and the daily grind of people who have
fascinated her, June Fernández celebrates diversity, she criticises social, aesthetic
and sexual sanction, she retrieves the memory of people who do not usually
appear in textbooks, she discovers heroines who have been hidden by machoLeninist historiography, she breaks taboos, she advocates laughter, getting pissed
off, eccentricity, contradiction, the right to live however we want, and the right to
complicate our lives: Being a woman and not removing your facial hair? Coming out
as gay at the age of 40? Risking your life to defend the rights of other people? Not
bothering to hide your homosexuality, not even to the nuns at your old people’s home?
Why make things so difficult for yourself?
• Detailed book report in English: goo.gl/AGzvJU 			
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Francisco (San Sebastián, 1966) studied Germanic and Romance Languages
and Literature at the University of Tübingen, and has a Ph.D. in Philosophy
and Arts from the University of Konstanz. He has taught at several European
universities, and is currently Head of the Departments of Spanish and Cultural
Studies at the University of Ulm. More info: https://www.uni-ulm.de/cn/
einrichtungen/zsp/zsp/mitarbeiter/personen0/uzcanga/

The Café on the Volcano
Spanish/2018/228 pages/Journalism & History/Territory: World/Primary publisher: Libros del KO (Spain)
Sold: Rusia (AST)
Berlin between the wars was a cultural, intellectual and artistic melting pot. And its
centre was the Romanisches Café. The place was already so famous that guided tours
of the city stopped at the doors of the café. Visitors hoped to catch a glimpse of some
of the leading figures of 20th century culture, including Stefan Zweig, Marlene Dietrich,
Albert Einstein, Billy Wilder, Bertolt Brecht or Walter Benjamin, to name just a few.
This convergence of artists and intellectuals, many of whom were Jewish, aroused
the hatred of Joseph Goebbels –also a failed writer– for whom the café became the
symbol of everything that Nazism detested; and Goebbels made it his mission to
persecute many of the café’s customers with particular vigour. That was when Uzcanga decided to put the
café at the centre of his book.
• Detailed book report in English: goo.gl/mXH2UD 			

Carles Viñas & Natxo Parra

• English sample: goo.gl/fPznnR

More than 9,500
copies sold in Spain

Carles Viñas (Spain, 1972) has a PhD in Contemporary History (Universitat
de Barcelona) and is member of GRANMA (Group for researching and
analysing the world today). Throughout his research activities he has analysed
political and sports extremism, youth styles and the social background of
sport. / Natxo Parra (Spain, 1981) is a labour lawyer. He has combined
practicing law with the study and research of social movements, trade unions
and Jihadist Islamism.
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St. Pauli. Another Football is Possible

Natxo Parra
Barcelona (1981)

A

Spanish/2017/296 pages/History & sport
Territory: World/Primary pub.: Capitán Swing (Spain) / Sold: English (Pluto Press) and Potuguese (Brazil)

bogado laboralista y socio cooperativista de
Col·lectiu Ronda. Licenciado en Derecho por la Universitat de Barcelona (UB) y en Ciencias Políticas y de la
Administración por la Universitat Pompeu Fabra (UPF).
Ha compaginado el ejercicio de la abogacía con el estudio y la investigación de los movimientos sociales, el
sindicalismo o el islamismo yihadista. Es coautor de «El
concepto de radicalización» en Islamismo yihadista: radicalización y contrarradicalización (Tirant lo Blanch,
2015) y «Los movimientos sociales» en Introducción a
la Ciencia Política (Universitas, 2014).

EL ST. PAULI
DESTACA POR
SU DEFENSA DE
CAUSAS SOCIALES
Y SU COMUNIDAD
DE MÁS DE ONCE
MILLONES DE
AFICIONADOS EN
TODO EL MUNDO

This is not just a book about football. Through a description of St. Pauli’s sporting
history, we embark on a tour of German history, from the unification process in the
Carles Viñas
19th century up to the present day. Victories and defeats are mixed with social
D struggles and workers’ protests, resistance to Nazism and ecology demonstrations.
Along with promotions and relegations, squatting, the empowerment of fans, the
birth of the Bundesliga, gentrification processes, terrace culture, anti-racism, antifascism and anti-sexism. St. Pauli is a lot more than just a football club. It’s a way
of under-standing sport and its roots in the neighbourhood, in the community. It’s
a social metaphor for a city – Hamburg – and a country. In short, St. Pauli shows us
another way of understanding football and the world. That is why St. Pauli’s way of doing things has led many
social rebel movements to use the club’s symbols. That is the real victory achieved by Hamburg’s pirate club.
Barcelona (1972)
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OTRO FÚTBOL ES POSIBLE

octor en Historia Contemporánea por la Universitat de Barcelona (UB) y miembro del Grup de Recerca i Anàlisi del Món Actual (GRANMA). A lo largo de
su actividad investigadora ha analizado el extremismo
político y deportivo, los estilos juveniles y el trasfondo
social del deporte. Ha publicado diversos ensayos como
Skinheads a Catalunya (2004), El mundo ultra. Los radicales del fútbol español (2005) o Tolerància zero. La violència a l’esport (2006) entre otros. También es coautor de
diversas obras colectivas. Actualmente compagina la docencia universitaria con la colaboración en diversos medios de comunicación y la publicación de artículos de divulgación histórica en diferentes revistas especializadas.

• Detailed book report in English: goo.gl/JmXhtA • Selected reviews: http://capitanswing.com/libros/st-pauli/
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#FakeYou
Spanish/ 2019 / 240 pages/ Activism & Jornalism / Territory: World / Primary publisher: Rayo Verde (Spain)
Fake news is not a new phenomenon: governments, political parties, the media,
large corporations and the dominant information monopolies of the time have
always used it. Despite this, the policies and legislative measures currently being
proposed to address this problem criminalize new technologies but not those who
have always been responsible for producing fake news in the first place. Why, rather
than addressing the root of the problem, do responses seek to restrict freedom of
expression and information? «This book is for anyone who wants to play an active
role in our times and is unconvinced by the demonization of the internet. I hope that
readers will throw the book at moralistic technophobes and manipulators, whether in a bar or at a prestigious
seminar, in a university, in parliament or wherever else they may find themselves. This book should be useful
in all those places: parliaments, universities, institutions, media establishments, and also bars and bedrooms.
I’m not aware of any other book that addresses the issues in the way they are addressed here. Most other
studies focus exclusively on internet platforms, approaching the problem as one of the web, without
identifying those who are truly responsible.»
• Detailed report in English https://www.dropbox.com/s/ehmrjfqb4oy7lry/FakeYou%20ENG%20Translation%20PROP.
pdf?dl=0

Unconditional Freedom
Basic Income in the Democratic Revolution
Spanish / 2018 / 260 pages / Sociology / Territory: World / Primary publisher: Paidós (Spain)
This book analyses current debates on the need for a basic income but also goes
beyond them. It explores why capitalism’s neoliberal turn has deepened the
dispossessing nature of this system; it addresses the difficulty of maintaining the old
consensus according to which income security had to be based on job security; and it
sheds some light on present-day social and political movements that are trying to give
an answer to these new realities. But this book primarily offers a thorough and original
reconstruction of the republican tradition as the source of contemporary emancipatory
movements, and presents basic income as one of the tools to realize the republican
ideal of freedom as the absence of domination within all domains of our lives. According to this perspective,
individuals and groups need to be empowered with unconditional resources for them to critically assess
all forms of work, starting with wage-earning work, and to make free choices about which tasks – paid or
unpaid – to perform, and how. This book offers clues as to how to turn the transformations we are currently
experiencing into an opportunity to take control of our lives. Basic income suggests that our existence is not
for sale, that there are important red lines that must not be crossed.
• Detailed book report in English: goo.gl/6WKY8y

The City in Flames
A Travel Beyond Capitalism with Adam Smith’s Republicanism
Spanish / 2011 / 320 pages*/ Sociology/ Territory: World / Primary publisher: Montesinos (Spain)
This book presents four main ideas: firstly, it shows why Adam Smith’s ethicalpolitical analysis can be considered to be part of the broad republican tradition.
Secondly, it reflects on the possibilities for the implementation of republican freedom
within markets. Thirdly, it assesses the difficulties that commercial republicanism
experiences in developing within capitalist societies, the structural features of which
prevent individuals and groups from enjoying social relations that are free from forms
of domination. Finally, it draws a few conclusions on the epistemic and political
significance of commercial republicanism as an emancipatory project for today.
• Detailed book report in English: goo.gl/xfoa5M
* Although the Spanish edition comprises 465 pages, the author would reduce the international one to 320.
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Rigor Mortis
Spanish / 2017 / 252 pages / Literary journalism / Territory: World / Primary publisher: Libros del KO (Spain)
Ayala narrates moments in the lives (and deaths) of men and women, most of whom
are poor – these are his main characters, people for whom death is a nearby, quotidian
destination, like the man who planted a tree when he was young and uses the wood to
make his own coffin, so as to be sure he will have a good box to rest in when the time
comes. A chronicle of Bolivia described through its deaths, a country where death has
become a ritual that helps people endure the harshness of everyday life.
• English sample: goo.gl/QPH9yC

The Merchants of Che
Spanish / 2012 / 220 pages / Literary journalism / Territory: World / Primary publisher: Libros del KO
(Spain)
This is a brilliant journalistic and literary chronicle of the lives of poor people in Latin
America, written in the form of brief human portraits of anonymous people. The book
features thirteen chronicles of lives and facts as real as they are unique, most of them
(but not all) Bolivians. Real lives and facts that might appear to be untrue, but which
always include a secret for us to discover, a little wink for us to marvel at.
• English sample: goo.gl/hyu4fS
• Detailed book report in English: goo.gl/XqWdYO

Letter from Zacatraz. The life of El Directo
Spain/2018/380 pages/Literary journalism/Territory: World/Primary publisher: Libros del KO (Spain)
A non-fiction account of the life of El Salvadoran gang member Gustavo Adolfo Parada
Morales, alias El Directo. He joined the Mara Salvatrucha gang in the mid 1990s, and
was the first marero to gain media notoriety. In 1999, at the age of just seventeen, he
was charged with committing 17 murders as a leader of one of the most active and
dangerous cliques or sub-gangs within the Mara Salvatrucha. He was described as the
most dangerous and most feared man in El Salvador.
Over seven years, journalist Roberto Valencia interviewed around fifty people who
knew him, conducted research in official files and archives, and spent four afternoons
talking to el Directo in ‘Zacatraz’, Zacatecoluca high security prison. Valencia uses all of
this information to weave an intricate web which connects the violence of the maras to the recent history of El
Salvador. A brilliant exercise in literary non-fiction.
• Detailed book report in English: goo.gl/VSd18F 			

• English sample: goo.gl/U9SJxc

Chronicles of the Mafia
Spanish / 2014 / 250 pages / Narrative Jornalism /Territory: World
Primary publisher: Libros del KO (Spain) / Sold: Latinamerica (Planeta MX)

More than 9,000
copies sold in Spain

This book is the result of these two passions. On one hand, it recounts in 22 episodes
the history of the Mafia, from Sicily to Little Italy. This thrilling account reveals the
dramatic way in which the Mafia has been interwoven, time after time, with Italy’s
history. Furthermore, the book also contains an annotated cinematic compendium
of over 250 films that attempts to explain how the figure of the gangster and the
Mafioso have evolved in cinema, and which can help us to understand why we are so
fascinated by movies about men with fedoras and machine guns, or when somebody
recites a line from The Godfather.
• Complete Spanish press dossier: goo.gl/5F8ipA
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The Scientific Lies About Women
Spanish / 2018 / 256 pages / Feminism / Territory: World Primary publisher: Libros de la Catarata (Spain)
This book identifies and analyses some of the claims, hypotheses and theories about
women which have led to serious mistakes throughout history, many of which are still
current today. Our analysis aims to reveal outright falsehoods, and the concealment or
sidelining of women (whether deliberate or otherwise), along with inventions regarding
the character and behaviour of women.In this book we talk about:
• Scientific falsehoods, such as the cognitive differences between the sexes
• The way that women are ignored or rendered invisible in science, such as their absence
from theories of evolution
• What science hides about women, such as the prostate and female ejaculation
• Scientific inventions about women, such as the social construction of women’s diseases
and the promotion of pharmaceutical remedies
• Gender bias in scientific research and practice

Sociophobia. Political Change in the Age
of Digital Utopia

More than 15,000
copies sold in Spain

Spanish / 2013 / 210 pages / Philosophy / Territory: World / Primary publisher: Capitán Swing (Spain)
Sold: WEL (Columbia UP), German (Suhrkamp), Spanish LA (PenguinRH), Portuguese Brazil and Serbian.
Best Spanish Essay of 2013. Following the collapse of the neoliberal utopia, the great
ideological cliché of our time is the idea that communication technologies can generate
positive social dynamics and improve things. Sociophobia begins by questioning this
cyber-fetishist dogma and claims that the WWW has produced a social reality that has
diminished, not increased. An ambitious critical reassessment of our antagonistic political
traditions to suggest that post-capitalism is a project that is feasible, intimate and friendly.
• English full translation available on request.

Three Prayers for the Countdown
An Intimate Portrait of the Pamplona Bull Run

More than 5,000
copies sold in Spain

Spanish / 2016 / 182 pages / Literary journalism / Territory: World / Primary publisher: Libros del KO (Spain)
Sold: French (Atlantica)
Francisco Apaolaza constructs a fascinating puzzle about the Pamplona encierros which
transcends the tired cliché of virility and wine. On these pages there are passages
of adrenalin and passages of strange tranquility. There are deaf runners who feel the
electricity of the bull course down their backs, twenty-year-olds who die thousands of miles
from home; there are surgeons who fear uncertainty, lawyers who enter a notary office with
their heads bleeding following a goring in the encierro, women who dispense paternalistic
advice to bull runners, city councilmen who leave Arthur Miller stranded while they run with
bulls...
• English complete translation available on request

The Mathematics of Cryptology
Spanish / 2018 / 104 pages / Mathemaics / Territory: World / Primary publisher: Libros de la Catarata (Spain)
This book is an introduction to cryptology, from a modern perspective. It seeks to
provide an accessible user-friendly introduction to the key mathematical concepts and
ideas that underpin different cryptographic constructions, with two objectives: to learn
mathematics through cryptology, and to develop an interest in modern cryptology, taking
mathematical formalism as a starting point.
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Militia Women. Female Republican Fighters
Spanish / 2018 / 128 pages / History / Territory: World / Primary publisher: Libros de la Catarata (Spain)
Since the end of the Spanish Civil War, a myth has grown up around the ‘militiawomen’,
young women in blue overalls and a pistol in their belt who, in the summer of 1936,
rushed to defend the Republic, surrounded by an aura of romanticism and revolutionary
mystique. Women whose mere presence created a commotion in the trenches, and who
remained defiant in the face of men who generally viewed them as rivals, objects of
desire or simply as disconcerting beauties, rather than as comrades. Over the last eighty
years, a range of witnesses, writers and film makers have recorded them as icons of
modern womanhood who shattered taboos, and these depictions have played a key role
in constructing the image of these female fighters. But the myth does not always reflect
the reality.

The Forgotten of the Forgotten

A Century and a Half of Anarchism in Spain
Spanish / 2018 / 160 pages / History / Territory: World / Primary publisher: Libros de la Catarata (Spain)
A brief history of Spanish anarchism for a general readership, which seeks to answer the
following questions:
• How influential was anarchism in Spain?
• What was the nature of its project to construct an alternative society?
• What internal debates split the anarchist movement during
the Civil War and what role did it play in the political institutions of the time?
• What is the current situation of anarchist and libertarian movements in Spain?

A Short History of the International Brigades
Spanish / 2016 / 96 pages / History / Territory: World / Primary pub.: Libros de la Catarata (Spain)
In 1936 almost 36,000 volunteers travelled from 54 countries to Spain to fight fascism.
The book analyses the arrival of the first volunteers and the formation of the brigades, the
influence of the Communist International, the ways they were used for propaganda and
their interventions in the various episodes of the war until the dissolution of the Brigades.
• Detailed book report in English: goo.gl/BAv6Qs

• A sample in English of the author’s style: goo.gl/aHczMm

Franco Lives On
Catalan / 2018 / 192 pages / History / Territory: World Primary publisher: Saldonar (Spain)
Franco Lives On traces the birth of democracy in Spain in 1978 after forty years under
Franco’s dictatorship. It reveals another side of what happened during the Spanish
Transition. This study is the key to understanding the opaque workings of justice and
the incapability of dialogue shown by the political powers in Madrid in recent years in
response to challenges such as the referendum in Catalonia or the demise of ETA. What
became of Franco’s ministers after the arrival of the Spanish Constitution? Were they driven
out of the corridors of power or did they stay there and add to their wealth and political
infl uence? The answer can be found in this book, which spotlights how the political elite in
Spain have lacked the capacity for renovation seen in other European Union States.
• English full translation available on request
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